Wild Earth Market, Inc.
May 11, 2007
To Any Interested Party:
This is a Letter of Professional and Personal Recommendation for Lauren Gennett.
After an extensive, meticulous and lengthy search process, I contracted Lauren Gennett
to be my personal chef. Her tenure with me began in mid 2004. It continued
uninterrupted through April of 2007 (when she relocated to Boulder, CO). After just a
few weeks of service, I was so impressed that I also retained her to prepare frequent
lunch meals for my staff of 25.
I have been eating and living based on Macrobiotic, Organic and Vegan principles since
1979. I have also successfully promoted this lifestyle directly to hundreds of my
clientele throughout the years. Because of this background and my hardcore
commitment to this lifestyle, I am HIGHLY selective of the person who would prepare
meals for myself and staff.
Simply stated, Lauren is the best vegan, whole foods chef I have experienced – ever.
Lauren is one of a small handful people on the planet who can intuitively align her food
selection, preparation and presentation directly in essence with the core needs of her
client. In her time with me, she repeatedly exhibited not only the correct raw
ingredients, right-on cooking styles and flawless preparation, but as importantly, she
infused powerful, healing and vitalizing energy into the food – without a speck of
negative personal influence.
Oh – and virtually ever dish tasted great (let’s not forget that)!
Also, I trusted Lauren with a BankCard to purchase supplies with balances in the high
4 digit range. Her honesty, punctuality and integrity were never questioned. You can
trust her not only with your food intake, but most everything else involved in the
process, including finances.
Finally, on a personal note, while Lauren is young and evolving rapidly, her maturity,
personality and wisdom supersede her age by at least 15 years. I have a 13 year old
daughter. If she grew up to be like Lauren, I’d feel like I’d done my job as a parent
extremely well.
You will not regret hiring Lauren as your personal chef. In fact, you’ll be fundamentally
glad that you did.
Respectfully,
Timothy Collins
President
Wild Earth Market, Inc.

3 Tingle Alley, Suite E, Asheville, NC, 28801
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